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LAZZAT means “TASTE” is an
ARABIC origin word which today stands
across many cultures in different dialects
with similar meanings. LAZZAT FOODS
offers “TRUE TASTE” of the wide range
of products that we process. These
include spices and spice blends, mango
pickle, sauces and chutneys, ginger &
garlic pastes, ready to eat canned foods,
roasted wheat vermicelli, fruit-full jams,
beans & lentils, and much more.

EBM (English biscuits manufactures)
English Biscuit Manufacturers is a
Pakistani major biscuits manufacturer
based in Karachi, Pakistan. According to
the Nielsen survey, EBM enjoys a 45%
market share. They are the makers of
famous Peek Freans biscuits and are the
owner of Pied Piper trademark. In 1966
EBM found its roots in Peek Frean
Pakistan Limited, established in Karachi.
In 1966, Peek Freans Pakistan Limited
restyled itself as English Biscuit
Manufacturers (Private) Limited.

Over 48 years down a well-traversed
road, the company is now known for
decades as English Biscuit Manufacturers
(Private) Limited, or EBM has come a long
way. EBM's journey to success has been
paved with consistent adaptability, tolerance, and conservative financing.
EBM revolutionized the concept of
biscuits in Pakistan with its mouth-wateringly diverse portfolio of healthy and
tasty biscuits under the Peek Freans
umbrella. EBM transformed biscuits from
an extravagance to a daily must-have. 50
years on, EBM has once more innovated
to expand its domain most deliciously: the
Cake Up range offers four delightfully flavored cupcakes, center-filled with real
goodness inside. Internationally acclaimed
as a Superbrand, the Peek Freans brand
symbolizes wholesomeness and inspires
trust in consumers.
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HKM Group

Jasons Commodities

HKM Group is one of the oldest rice
businesses in Pakistan, ensuring quality
right from the farm to fork. They are
involved in all stages of rice production,
from procuring the paddy to
milling/husking, processing, parboiling
and steaming, with factories in Sindh and
Punjab.

Jasons Commodities is a rice processing mill that has a capacity of 20 tons per
hour processing of good quality of rice
and export of finest quality of rice include
basmati and non-basmati.

Their rice is exported to over 30 countries globally with an average annual
export volume of ~60k tonnes. The product capabilities extend from brown,
white, steam rice, in both basmati and
non-basmati rice.

Naurus (Private) Limited
LAZZAT a brand of NAURUS PVT
LTD; a 50 year old family owned & managed organization now in its third generation. With a leading number of brands
under it’s umbrella like Sundip, Ahmed
Karachi Halwa Merchant, Chatkhaar,
Honey-Yum.

The journey of Jasons Commodities
Rice started way back in 1985 with mall
mill capacity, since then it has been leading the way in rice market and has
become the most important rice company
of the country. In the year 2012, Jasons
Mills set up a new production unit of processing machines at S.I.T.E industrial Area
near Karachi Seaport. The company also
received REAP’s 11th export award by the
president of Pakistan.

Siddiqia Rice Mill
Siddiqia Rice Mills is one of the leading rice exporter located in the heart of
Punjab, near Sundar Industrial Estate.
They stepped in the rice business in 1985
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Shangrila Pvt. Ltd.
Shangrila began its journey in 1988
by launching the Seasoning category.
Shangrila’s seasonings fast gained consumer trust on account of its high standard and challenged the local as well as
international competition in the category.

rice export. With over 400,000 MT
shipped annually, HAREC has gained and
maintained a position as one of the
biggest rice exporters in Pakistan by
focusing on customer service and relationship.

ZaiQa Food Industries
Zaiqa Food Industries started its operations in 1996, as a spice processing company, later diversified to various food
products like Sauces, Pickles, Cooking
Pastes, Desserts Mixes, Fried Onion,
Dehydrated Vegetables, etc. Today the
products are the part of thousands of
kitchens in different forms worldwide.

and with un-flagging efforts started
export in 2006. Since this prolonged span
of time a well skilled team of professionals
are working in order to meet the standards of the international marketing.

PRIME MAZEDAR Frozen Foods
They are among the leading frozen
food manufacturer and exporter in
Pakistan. Their revelation is to give highquality frozen products with the most
excellent service, provided by the fully
specialized workforce to take care of customers.

This journey of success and progress
carried on and in late 1990 Shangrila
introduced tomato ketchup and sauces in
unique packaging for the first time in
Pakistan. Today Shangrila Tomato
Ketchup and Sauces are known countrywide for their attractive stand-alone
pouch pack, pure ingredients, and great
taste. Alhamdulillah, Shangrila is the customers’ first choice.
Shangrila moved away from tradition
and introduced pickle in flexible packaging, which proved to be a unique innovation. That is, a centuries-old tradition was
introduced with the innovation of Zip lock
which gave customers the convenience
and home-made style pickle.

Hassan Ali Rice Export Company
It is a family owned partnership concern established in 2004 in the Karachi
Export Processing Zone (KEPZ). This was
chosen as the production facility area
because the industries within the KEPZ
have a competitive advantage as compared to other industrial units in Pakistan
which reflect on the overall company performance.
They started as one of the three companies in Pakistan to start frozen food
manufacturing in 2004. During the initial
years, the management had undergone
lots of efforts to build the company foundation for the years to come. The concept
was to manufacture each and every product 100% in-house.
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Founded in 1960, Hassan Ali Rice
Export Company (HAREC) over the years
became a significant convention of success of the Hashwani Group after the
recognition of their services in the field of

The two brands ZAIQA and TOOBA
are the pride of the company and they
are exporting products to various parts of
the world including UK, USA, Canada,
Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait, Malaysia,
Singapore, South Africa, Europe, and
Australia.

Mezban Foods
Formed in 2006, Mezban Foods Inc.
brings traditional South Asian cuisine to
the North American table.
A subsidiary of Dawn Group based in
Pakistan, the parent company has been
one of the leaders of the Pakistani food
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industry since 1981. Dawn Group’s successful export of meat products led to the
idea of bringing the same wholesome
goodness to consumers in the United
States and Canada; Mezban Foods is an
extension of the same principles that have
seen us become one of the top food businesses in South Asia.
Mezban Foods offers high-quality
halal products with a commitment to producing only the best. Our products are
free of fillers, artificial flavors, and chemicals.

Hashmi Rice Mills

tomers. It is the only agro-processing
company in Pakistan in which the
International Finance Corporation (IFC)
(World Bank Group) has invested equity.

Vital Group (VG)
The Vital Group started its operations
in 1991 with the launch of VITAL TEA –
which has now become the choice of
every third person who drinks tea in
Pakistan. With its passion to serve and
due to the high demand from its customers and buyers, VG has now also
launched other personal care items, such
as VITAL BEAUTY SOAP.

Hashmi Rice Mills is one of the leading processor and exporter of super
Basmati Rice from Pakistan.

Matco Foods Limited
Matco Foods Limited is a leading
Pakistan-based agribusiness with over 50
years of experience in the rice industry. It
is the largest basmati rice exporter from
Pakistan operating 5 processing plants. Its
products reach over 60 countries worldwide.
Matco Foods is a leading agribusiness
in South Asia, with over 50 years of experience in the rice industry and a global
portfolio of more than 150 corporate cus-
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tion of selective machinery and strict
quality control has enabled their rice to
pass the toughest chemical tests invoked.

Rehmat-e- Shereen
Rehmat-e- Shereen successfully morphed from the traditional techniques of
production to modern technology with
the latest state-of-the-art plant machinery, in sync with international standards.
The humble beginnings started from
Karachi, Pakistan and have now
expanded into a world-class business
house. With time, to make things convenient for our customers, we established
an E-commerce store and we can easily
spread sweetness around the world, without any hassle.

Vital Tea is VG very first product
which was launched at a small town in
Punjab, ‘Haroonabad’. Within a very
short span of time, we started selling it
across the country and to a larger market
outside Pakistan also. Vital Tea’s export
started in 2005. The tea is now available
in different flavors. Vital Tea leaves are
hand-picked in the mountains of Kenya.
To capture the aroma of the tea, these
leaves are, then, processed on the same
day and shipped to the facility in
Pakistan.

Their story dates back to 1960, when
Haji Muhammad, started his journey
making Khoya (Solid Milk) and Desi Ghee
(Butter Oil) from a little town called
Shikarpur (a little town in Sindh), grew
big and went out to capture the tastebuds
of the people of Karachi, Pakistan’s
largest city. From there, he carried out his
legacy to international markets.

Amir Rice Traders

Unika Industries Pvt Ltd

Amir Rice Traders has nice fumigation
chambers within the mill premises, where
the rice is fumigated before processing
and finally after packing. This combina-

Unika Food Products is a newly established Pakistani company with the goal of
producing high quality snacks for the
Pakistani and international market.
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Engro Eximp Agri Products (Pvt) Limited

New Lal Shahbaz Traders

Engro Eximp Agriproducts has the
most state-of-the-art ultra- modern rice
plant and is involved in procurement, processing and marketing of rice in the staples category under the brand of Onaaj
and private labels. EEAP is one of the
largest basmati exporters from Pakistan
with local expertise and global experience.

New Lal Shahbaz Traders (Dates
Factory), specializes in the manufacturing
and export of the finest quality of Dates,
Wet Dates and Dry Dates from the city of
Khairpur, Sindh, Pakistan, with 30 years’
experience in the industry and headquartered in Khairpur, Sindh, Pakistan.

flavours for snacks, Bakhoors, Body care
and many other products.

Marvel Agro Commodities
UniFood Industries Limited
UniFood Industries Limited (UFIL) is a
new venture in the FMCG segment, the
group is a consortium/Joint Venture
between Faran Sugar, Habib Sugar, and
Mehran Sugar.

The group has vast experience in
Sugar, Ethanol, Banking, Real Estate,
Insurance, Educational Institutes & Digital
agency businesses. Unlike the traditional
trading business, an urge to create a
brand and going to the consumers
resulted in the group venturing in this
business and the Joint Venture was
named as UniFood Industries Limited.
Recently we have introduced our first
brand Good Goodies Cakes in the bakery
and confectionery segment.
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Marvel Agro Commodities is a sister
concern of Marvi Group of Companies
one of the fastest growing Rice exporter
in Pakistan.

Kishan Chand Advani is the founder
and Chairman of Marvi Group and is
widely recognized for his visionary contributions in tremendous growth of business. Their products include Rice, Sugar,
Grains,Pulses & Specialty Crops, Wheat &
Flour,Animal Feed,Cotton, Spices Edible
Oils & our team consists of well educated,
well trained and dedicated group of
people.

S Amden and Company
S-Amden And Company SAC is one
of the leading manufacturer and exporter
of Flavours (Essence), Fragrances, Herbal
/ Essential Oil, Herbal Tea, Honey, Savory

Their production standards are as per
the mark of Goods Manufacturing
Practice (GMP) and certified under Halal
certification body. The products have
already earned a huge market reputation
all over the globe. The Unit has been
appreciated by Government of Pakistan
and by the grace of Almighty Allah; and
has already achieved Export Performance
Award presented by the Respected
Chairman Senate Pakistan, on December
2017.

Fauji Cereals
Fauji Cereals (established in 1954), a
fully owned company of Fauji Foundation
(The largest national business group) in
collaboration with Quaker Oats, England
started trial production operation by end
1956. It is one of the pioneer commercial
ventures of Fauji Foundation. Moreover, it
has the pride of being the pioneer breakfast cereals manufacturing company in
Pakistan. To cater to the different tastes
of different customers, Fauji is producing
and marketing a variety of breakfast cereals including ready- to- eat and ready- tocook categories.
In 2012, Fauji has commissioned a
modern breakfast cereals plant based on
extrusion technology. The plant is made
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by Buhler Switzerland “a leading breakfast cereals plant manufacturing company
of the world”. The products are processed
under good manufacturing practices and
ensured “Halal” ingredients and
processes. Fauji’s Cereals are the number
one consumer and trade-preferred brand
in Pakistan. The Company enjoys over
70% of the national market share in the
category of Breakfast Cereals including
flakes and porridges. The name of Fauji is
synonymous to paramount quality breakfast cereals.

HONEST FOOD PRODUCTS
They are a FOOD PROCESSING AND
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, principally engaged in, Mayonnaise, Chicken
spread, Sandwich spread, chocolate
spread, Natural HONEY, fruit
juices/Drinks. And procure Tropical Fruit
cocktail, Pineapple Sweet corn, Tuna Fish
and Peaches under our Brand from various countries. Their highly automated
plant, equipped with the latest processing
facilities along with highly skilled staff to
meet any given volume on time with
stringent control at every processing
stage.

agement has gathered valuable experience in Rice Export through trading to
Africa , Europe and Middle East over the
years. In order to expand its foot holds,
spices and other assorted food products
have been added to the product line.

Talreja International
Talreja International was established in
the year 2005. The perfect quality of the
rice is the result of the dedication intellect
and of courses the long experience, which
continues to be maintained. Their wellqualified team of quality conscious
experts takes utmost care at each stage of
production, which includes Husking,
Grading, and Polishing of Rice.

Kafi Commodities (Pvt) Limited is
incorporated in Pakistan under
Companies Ordinance 1982. The man-
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Nisar Rice Factory
Nisar Rice Factory, is in rice business
since 1985. They are specialized in 1121
steam and 1121 sella rice from Pakistan
with the largest in-house drying paddy
facility and capacity of plants to convert
paddy to exportable rice is 25 tonnes per
hour which among the largest facilities in
Pakistan.

MARHABA Laboratories (Pvt) Ltd
Marvi Enterprise
They are Growers since Generations
and as such Food Grain Cultivation,
Processing and Trading/Exports are the
fields in which they have vast knowledge,
expertise, and skills.

Kafi Commodities (Pvt) Limited

emony. They are also ISO 9001:2008
Certified company for quality management purposes.

Along with cultivation, they started
Commodity Trading in 1935 and later in
1996 established Export set up immediately after Government of Pakistan
allowed the private sector to Export Rice
from Pakistan.
They are the winner of Highest Rice
Exporter's Award presented by Rice
Exporters Association of Pakistan (REAP)
during their 5th Export Trophy Award cer-

MARHABA Laboratories (Pvt) Ltd.
was conceived by Hakeem Muhammad
Usman during his student days at Tibbia
College Lahore where he would often
ponder over the reasons for the decline of
Oriental Pharmacy which had such a glorious past and a comprehensive pharmacopeia withstanding the test of time for a
thousand years. He felt hurt to see this
rich heritage being lost and people falling
prey to gimmicks and slogan mongering
of the contemporary pharmaceutical
industry which has converted this noble
profession in service to humanity and
Allah into just another mass production
industry with the sole objective of selling
the product and earning huge profits.
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only local producer in its industry with
state of the art production facilities. It is
by being focused on delighting its customers with the best range of mouth
fresheners and snacks in the market that
Shahi now is a household name and its
products are sold not only domestically,
but also in far-flung corners of the globe.

A.Y. Food Industries Pvt Ltd
Moon Rice Corporation
Moon Rice Corporation is committed
from 1985 to provide its clients the best
available food products from Pakistan.
Moon Rice Corporation’s food processing
Plant spread over an area of 25000
Square meters having 220 M/Tons of Rice
Processing & Packing Unit Per Day.
Rice Processing and Packing Unit is
fully automatic equipped with latest Color
Sorting technology and the Rice grain is
not touched by human hands from the
beginning to last to ensure top quality,
well cleaned, textured, aromatic & well
graded rice to their customers.

Atlas Foods Pvt Ltd
Atlas Foods Private Limited is one of
the leading Basmati exporters having
export volume of more than 40,000 tons
annually. They deal in all types of
Basmati and Non Basmati Rice Produced
in North and South zones of Pakistan.

and propelled us to the top of the
Pakistani food industry.
Rasul group owns the largest flour
mills in Pakistan and is one of the biggest
wheat commodity consumers on a
national level. Over the years the company has integrated forward from flour
milling into the field of industrial baking,
pasta and vermicelli manufacturing,
ketchup and sauce categories, snack production and the recent introduction of its
sherbet range.

Shahi Group
Shahi group started its operations in
1973. It was the first company to introduce form – fill – seal machine packaging
for a product that was totally novel for
the consumers of that time. SHAHI
SUPARI with its beautiful modern
hygienic packaging was in every sense a
NEW Original product in Pakistan. It initially started its operations on imported
machines but soon asked local engineers
to duplicate and improve upon it. Shahi
can rightly claim to have simultaneously
given impetus to two industries in
Pakistan, the ethnic mouth freshener
industry and soft packaging machine
industry.
It has been over 40 years since Shahi
was formed, but even today Shahi leads
by introducing automated plants and
machinery. Shahi is among the first and

Bake Parlor
Rasul Group of Companies
(Registered trademark: Bake Parlor) has
developed a history of entrepreneurial
excellence ever since its inception in
1926. Their management techniques,
product diversification, high-quality standards and passion for growth has enabled
them to grow tenfold within a decade
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A &Y Food Industries Pvt Ltd is a
Pakistani based limited company offers
food products in the different categories
of Ready to Cook, Heat and Eat, Bake &
Eat, Nuts and Snacks

MonSalwa
MonSalwa was established by the
Sanaulla Group of Companies. The company has roots in Pakistan’s early days
when the spirit of private enterprise and
business innovation was widespread.
Sanaulla had traditionally been in textiles.
However, a desire to build, diversify and
explore new avenues led to the creation
of MonSalwa frozen foods in 1997, at a
time when frozen foods were virtually
unheard of in Pakistan.
Through the dedication and hard
work of employees, MonSalwa has
emerged as one of the largest food
brands in Pakistan. The company’s strong
business ethics and commitment to all
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stakeholders, including employees, suppliers, and customers, inform all business
decisions. They truly believe that it is an
ethical compass that has allowed them to
win the trust of many institutional customers, including restaurants and large
modern trade retail outlets.

Garibsons (Pvt) Ltd
Garibsons (Pvt.) Ltd., is a family
owned company established in 1976.
Their main lines of business include rice
reprocessing, milling and exporting.

of rice for customers which make the
product prominent among others. They
supply all the following varieties of rice.

develop the state of art technology and
resources to meet the demands of competitive global markets.

Baba Enterprises

Al-Asad Rice Mills vision is to provide
quality products, fairness in dealing and
efficient services with promise and assurance of personal service and to promote
creative and innovative management to
cope up with the changing environment.

Baba Enterprises, is in the rice export
business since the last two decade. They
have facility to process 50 metric Tons
Rice per hour and our last year export
volume was 200,000 metric tons Rice and
50,000 mtons sugar. In addition to all
types of rice, we also deal in other agricultural and food products, such as sugar,
sesame seeds, fenugreek seeds, plain
spices, red chili, jaggery and vermicelli.

Barkat Rice Mills (Pvt) Limited
Barkat Rice Mills started its operations
in the year 1999 with the best machinery
available of German & Swiss origin. The
company has highly trained and skilled
professionals of the industry to ensure
best use of technology. Barkat Rice Mills
(Pvt) Ltd (BRM) is a member of FSL
Group of companies. The group’s history
in business goes back to 1913.

Quality Rice Mill
Quality Rice Mill is an experienced
rice processing and exporting company
working for many years having a wellequipped and sophisticated Rice
Processing Plant with a capacity of rice
milling up to 75000 Metric Tons per
annum, they are currently exporting our
products to various destinations. They
also process the products of other
exporters locally who export their products to Africa and other destinations and
are enjoying an established and
respectable position among our international buyers as well as in the local
market.

AlAsad Rice Mills
AlAsad Rice Mills was established in
1994 by Mr. Mohammad Hussain
Khandwala with an aim of exporting
processed Rice all over the world. He has
been engaged in this business since 1988
when for the first time, Rice was allowed
to be exported by the private sector. Since
then he has gathered prolific experience
and combined modern methods for continuous value-addition. The 2nd
Generation has added to the experience
with all modern techniques of
Management.
Al-Asad Rice Mills ensure quality
products and service excellence for total
customer satisfaction and endeavor to

Shahzada Foods
Shahzada Foods is a very established
international food brand offering products from the Pakistani cuisine. Shahzada
industries is counted amongst the largest
confectionary producers of Pakistan and
the pioneers of the trade. With businesses
stretched across borders, Shahzada
Industries produces quality consumables
ranging from the traditional Pan Masala
(Mouth Freshener) to the modern day
Snacks (Potato Sticks & Nimco's) and
Beverages (Squash & Juices).

They deal in all kind of Pakistani rice
both white and parboiled. With a qualified team of professionals and analyzers,
they always derive the optimum quality
March - April 2019
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Kolson brands appeal to an extraordinarily diverse array of consumers. The
consumer segment starts from as young
as one year old who starts developing a
taste for snacks and goes all the way up
to older age people who consume pasta
and breakfast cereals as part of their
healthy diet. In consumer promotions,
designed to enhance the Kolson image,
the company, therefore, try to satisfy the
growing needs of all our target segments.

Ideal Rice Industries Pvt Ltd
Ideal Rice deals in Punjabi Basmati
and Non-Basmati varieties like 1121,
Super and PK 386. They specialize in the
Steaming and Parboiling process, they
also deal in White and Brown in all these
varieties.

Pearl Confectionery (Pvt) Limited
Pearl Food Industries was established
in 1982 now converted into M/s. Pearl
Confectionery (Pvt) Limited [PCL] and
entered into corporate sector in Pakistan
is one of the largest confectionery manufacturer and exporter in Pakistan. Their
brands “Sweethill” and “City Boy” are
well recognized in the international
market and emerged as a leading brands.

Pakistan and become the leader of Bubble
Gum manufacturing since 1972, afterwards the success journey continuous and
the company become the market leader
in the soft chews category from 19941997. Currently AFI offering wide range
of Soft Chews, Center Filled Candies,
Hardboiled Candies, Pectin Gummy
Jellies, Eclairs, Bazooka Bubble Gum and
Center Filled Gums.

Asian Food Industries Limited (AFI) Mayfair is one of the oldest food companies in Pakistan that started their operations in 1969 and has been growing and
expanding their horizons in multiple
industries and businesses ever since. The
food segment of the group has been
divided in 2 division i.e. Confectionery
and Biscuits.
AFI Confectionery Division: started
their business operation in 1969, as the
pioneer of confectionery company in
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Hamdard believes in combining the
best of both worlds. It manufactures traditional herbal medicines and products in
most modern plants, using update
machinery and techniques.

AFI Biscuit Division: AFI entered in the
biscuit category in 2005 with the successive launch of Tea Biscuits with the name
of ‘’Café Biscuit’’, afterwards company
expand their product portfolio by launching some new brands i.e. Choc Day,
Special, Creamo, and Zeera Cookies.

Lotte Kolson
Ever Since its inception in 1942, as on
today, Kolson enjoys the distinction of
being one of the Pioneer food manufacturing and processing industries in
Pakistan. The name of Kolson is synonymous with dynamic and innovative food
products.

Asian Food Industries Limited

Hamdard Laboratories

The Philosophy of the company is
based on self-commitments to offer consumers greater choice of exclusive quality
products. In doing so, the company has,
in the true sense, evolved its own marketing style to establish a more effective relationship with consumers.

Hamdard Laboratories (Waqf)’s central structure is based in Pakistan’s industrial hub and main port, Karachi,
comprising headquarters and two factories, including a new big factory Hamdard Industrial Complex (HIC) at
Shahra-i-Madinat al-Hikmah. Besides
Karachi, two other Hamdard factories are
running in Lahore and Peshawar. Four
Hamdard Zonal Offices, including
Karachi, are working in Lahore,
Rawalpindi, and Peshawar. All Hamdard
factories are equipped with state-of-theart machinery and instruments, fulfilling
the modern day’s requirements of quality
and standard. “Quality at all cost” is
always Hamdard’s watchword.

HILAL FOODS PVT LTD
Hilal Foods Pvt. Ltd. is one of the
leading confectionery and food manufacturing companies of Pakistan and exporting to more than 20 countries around the
world. Since inception in 1957, Hilal
Foods is manufacturing high-quality
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has started its distribution across Pakistan;
soon United King products will be available at all leading stores across Pakistan.

Noor Rice Mills

products with a focus on continuous
improvement and Research and
Development.
As Pakistan’s leading Food Company,
their mission is to provide consumers with
the best tasting, most delicious choices in
a wide range of food products for all
occasions. Its vision is to be Rs 20 Billion
Food Company of Pakistan by delivering
excellence through innovation, high quality branded food products, global presence and creating a culture that makes us
an Employer of Choice.

Guard Agricultural Research
& Services (Pvt) Ltd
Guard Agricultural Research &
Services (Pvt) Ltd., is a sister company of
Guard Group with department for
Research & Development, Seed Division,
Crop Agronomy, Machinery & Plant,
Food and Marketing & Export.

JAZAA FOODS PVT LTD

Noor Rice Mills is one of the leading
exporter of rice from Pakistan exporting
SUPER KERNEL BASMATI, PK-385, P.K198, PK-386, IRRI-9 and IRRI-6 varieties
with the total processing capacity of 25
TONS per hour. It has processing, husking
and parboiling units with multiple number
of storage facilities.

Jazaa Foods (Pvt) Ltd by JUNAID
JAMSHED was launched in 2016 by the
famous religious scholar and celebrity
Late Mr. Junaid Jamshed along with the
Director Mr. Taimur Junaid Jamshed, Mr.
Abbas Jabbar and CEO/Director Mr. Ali
Jabbar.
Jazaa Foods business philosophy,
under J.J code of ethics, focuses on maintaining global standards such as ISO
9001, HACCP, FDA and Halal.

United King
United King began its journey three
decades back under the brand umbrella
of United Sweets Bakers and Nimco from
a small space in Karimabad back in 1984.
Starting their range from an assortment of a few Sweets and Bakery items,
“United King” gradually added to their
menu and they now make and sell more
than 250 food items ranging from sweets
and bakery items to breakfast items and
fast food; all available under one roof.

Daani Juice
Daani juice provides benefits of fresh,
natural and organic fruit juices. These
benefits are for healthier lifestyle and
building a healthy community.We offer
healthy yet mouth-watering fruit juices
made from the real tasty farm-produced
fruits and feel the difference.

With decades of continuous growth,
United King’s packaged products outgrew
the confinements of United King Stores in
Karachi and United King products went
international; being exported to over 25
countries now. More recently United King

Dawn Bread
The company provides technical services and pure seed of various rice varieties
to the rice growers’ community of
Pakistan. The company is also dealing
with superb quality rice to more than 40
countries and Guard brand is one of the
leading rice brand of Pakistan.
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A family-owned company, Dawn
understands the importance of nutrition
and taste and is committed to providing
the highest quality bread products to
Pakistan.
Dawn set out on the road to creating
awareness of and demand for bread
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products with its first plant commissioned
in Karachi in October 1981. It wasn’t long
before the name became synonymous
with delicious nutrition, and a second
plant was commissioned in Islamabad in
1985.
Dawn has simply gone from strength
to strength ever since: it managed to capture 35 percent of the consolidated
market share of all bread products in
Pakistan within a decade of inception,
and today, consumers can access Dawn’s
superior products from the southern tip of
Pakistan to Peshawar in the north.

standards of business ethics. They export
to numerous destinations in Africa, Asia,
Eurasia and Europe

K&Ns®
The K&N's® brand has excelled in
poultry for 55 years, with know-how in
every aspect of poultry production ranging from poultry breeding and feed
milling to growing and processing of
chickens, and on to the production of
premium chicken products.

Shan Foods
Shan Foods innovates with delicacies
of the sub-continent to give you a bite of
happiness every day. As the pioneer in
spice mixes, they ensure that the products
are not just convenient and easy to prepare but also deliver on the flavor, traditional taste and aroma that the
consumers love and cherish.

AMIR RICE EXPORT & IMPORT CO
Amir Rice Export & Import Co is one
of the leading rice expporters from
Pakistan. They supply all varieties of pakistani rice in white rice, parboiled rice and
brown rice.

K&N's provides a wide range of
value-added, safe and healthy chicken
products, with a variety of whole chicken,
designer cuts and premium boneless
meat, with a broad choice of ready-tocook and fully cooked chicken products.
K&N's also provide a range of industrial
products to poultry farmers, in the form
of parent stock, broiler & layer day-old
chicks, hatching eggs, and poultry feed.

Meskay & Femtee Trading Company
(Private) Limited
Established in 2006, Meskay &
Femtee Trading Company (Pvt) Ltd is on
of a leading grain trading, milling and
processing company of Pakistan specializes in the trading and export of rice and
wheat among other grains. Since its
inception MFTC has delivered unparalleled quality while upholding the highest
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market to introduce quality Sweets,
Bakery & Snack products. Whether you
are in Retail, Distribution or Export business, they have capabilities to fulfill any
local and international orders in a professional way. Most hygienic environment
and dedicated team, delivery vans and
trucks including freezer truck. They also
offer the best transit time through the
best shipping line, flexible packaging, and
labeling in conformity to the country regulations.

Ambala Foods
Ambala Foods founded in 1985 at
P.E.C.H.S, Karachi. They produce one of
the best quality sweets at very reasonable
prices to ensure that every sector of our
society can be enjoyed and share the
sweetness of our sweets.
Ambala is looking forward to expanding business in the local and international

The journey of Shan’s remarkable success starts in 1981 when the dream of
one man became a reality! A visionary
entrepreneur, an avowed humanist, and a
committed philanthropist, Mr. Sikander
Sultan, Chairman, Shan Foods (Pvt.) Ltd
helped pave the way to success by pioneering in the spice business with a single
room operation.

Gulfood 2019

Danpak
Danpak Food Industries, Pakistan is a
well know Confectionery Company that
offers its clients and consumers new,
innovative and the best quality products.
It was established in 1986 and since then
Danpak has been identified for its distinctive range of products including chocolates, bubble gums, candies, toffees etc.

Their wide range of products are
available in Pakistan and has also gained
recognition in the international export
market and is fast gaining popularity in
Europe, America, Africa and many far
Eastern countries.

A-1 Food Products
A1 Food Products combine traditional
bakery methods along with the latest
technology to manufacture consistent
and quality products. They supply puff
pastry and samosa pastry to a number
leading specialist manufacturers, bakeries
and caterers.
Providing attention to detail coupled
with our flexible approach allows our customers to maximize from the experience
to fully meet their requirements. Working
closely with all the customers the company ensures that their requirements are
fully met. The vast experience and knowl-

March - April 2019

edge of the market enables the company
to operate and manufacture to the satisfaction of customers. The focus is clearly
aimed at working with customers to maximize mutual benefits.

Gofy sweets juices and chocolates
Organized By Founder Mr. Ch.
Muhammad Sharif, K.M. FOOD INDUSTRIES (PVT) LTD is a sister concern of
M/s Arshad Brothers, having an extensive
experience of over 40 years in the distribution and manufacturers of confectionary and foodstuff.

K.M. FOOD INDUSTRIES (PVT) LTD
is involved in the manufacturing of a variety of quality confectionary including cup
jelly, hard boiled candies, deposit candies,
fruit & milk chew toffees, cereal bars
chocolates etc.

Durvesh group of companies
Durvesh International was established
in 2001 with the attention of best quality
products and services in the field of
Herbs, spices, botanicals, plant based raw
material such as Dry licorice roots, Dry red
rose flower, Dry Alkanet root, Rubia
roots, Moringa leaves, Natural Honey,
Solid Perfume, Herbal tea, Herbal oil,
Herbal products, Himalayan pink salt,

Edible, bath and aroma salt, Foodstuff,
Dry fruits, Natural Honey, Incense
Bakhoor Natural oral care products etc…

Malka foods
Malka is a global food company that
provides high quality products to its consumers around the world. It is a culinary
kitchen brand that truly understands the
sub-continental culture and traditional
taste. The uniqueness of their products
lies in core belief that food has to be safe
and healthy. They are proud of not
adding any MSG to our products and
making them Gluten free. MSG and
Gluten both are known to be bad for
health.

STAPLE FOODS PVT LTD
Staple Foods (Private) Limited is a premier rice export house located in Karachi,
Pakistan. They specialize in all kinds of
rice. We pride ourselves on our commitment to quality and innovation. Over the
past few years we have firmly established
ourselves as one of the highest exporters
of Basmati rice in Pakistan. They have a
milling capacity of 35 Metric Tonnes per
hour spread across three production lines
which contain state of the art machinery.
Our facility includes purpose built warehouses for raw and finished products, as
well as an office wing.
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